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Two years ago, I failed miserably at a conference tennis
tournament. As I was in the middle of my singles tennis
match, I experienced a massive full leg cramp that took
away my win. The problem was that I had already played
one match earlier in the day and didn’t hydrate enough
for my second match. From my failure, I discovered the
importance of hydration.
The excitement was almost too much to bear as my
alarm went off at 6:00 a.m. in the morning. Finally, the
day had come for my first conference tennis tournament.
I didn’t have much experience in tournaments because,
as a freshman, this was my first year on the tennis team.
I had only begun playing tennis around one year prior to
joining the team, so it was still somewhat new to me. My day started by double checking my
gear and packing some snacks. After I was done getting ready, I ate an egg sandwich and was
ready to leave. My family all loaded up into the car and drove to our high school tennis courts
where my coach, Coach Davis, had parked the bus. JD (my brother who is one year older than
me) and I hopped out of the car and grabbed our tennis bags out of the trunk. After my
parents told us to have confidence and have fun, we boarded the hot, sweaty, yellow bus. The
two-hour ride to Arkansas Tech, in Russellville, Arkansas, went by in a breeze as I focused on
how I was going to win my matches. During the bus ride, I thought about how this was what I
had been training for and it was my chance to claim a spot at the state tennis tournament.
When we pulled up to the Tech tennis courts, many other 5A tennis teams had already arrived.
We stepped off the bus and walked to our assigned spot to set up our tent canopy for the day.
After we got everything set up, I told JD good luck and the guys boarded the bus and drove
over to a different location to play their matches because there were too many players to have
the girls and guys play at the same place. I sat down and eagerly waited to find out who my
first match was against. Around thirty minutes later, all the players were called to hear the
guidelines and learn who was playing against who. Every school brought their number one and
number two ranked singles and doubles players. I was somewhat relieved to hear that my first
match was against a girl from Vilonia, who was raked as a two. This was a good thing because I
played as the number one spot for Beebe, and I was used to playing against harder
competitors who were also number ones for their schools. As I grabbed my blue Babolat tennis
bag to head to my assigned court, the nerves began to kick in. The Vilonia player spun her
racket to decide who would serve first and then we started the match. After a pretty
competitive match, I came out with a solid win. Happy with the outcome, I walked over to my
parents, who had driven in their car all the way to Tech to watch JD and I play. My parents
embraced my win and my mom gave me a smoothie to sip on while I waited for my second
match. Then my parents left to drive across town to watch JD’s match. During my one hour
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wait until my second match, I sat on the shiny metal bleachers in the hot brutal sun and
cheered on my teammates. When the hour had gone by, I got ready to start my second match
against Little Rock Christian’s number one girl which was going to be a more challenging
match. Our match began, and I knew it was going to be tough in the strong heat of the middle
of the day sun. As the match went on, our energy slowly began to evaporate away. The match
was close and every point was extremely important. I started to notice that my foot was
slightly cramping, but I thought it would go away. A few minutes later, my foot and calf
muscles tightened completely and I had to ask for a trainer to help me get rid of the cramp.
The trainer did some stretches and massaged the muscle and I finally gained some relief. I
stood up and the match went on. Now it was close to the end of the match, and all I had to do
was win a few more points to gain victory over this extremely close two-hour match. Then, all
at once, in a matter of seconds, my whole entire right leg cramped and I fell to the ground in
pain. I knew this was the end of my 2019 conference tennis tournament because I had already
taken my one ten minute injury timeout. The judges were very generous and gave me more
time than was allowed but I could not recover from the cramps. I could not finish the match
that I was so close to winning and that would send me on to the state tournament. I sadly had
to forfeit the match. I struggled to walk off the courts as best as I could, and my season was
over.
In conclusion, the victory, which was in such close grip was stripped away because I had not
been hydrating throughout the day. From this failure, I discovered the importance of
hydration and how necessary it is when exercising, especially in the heat of the sun.
Sometimes all we can do in situations is realize what we did wrong and use our knowledge to
not make the same mistake. In my case, I failed terribly and discovered the importance of
hydration.
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